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Security Games!
!
•  Identical resources !
•  Optimal allocations!
•  Randomization!
•  Adversarial response!

Team Formation!
!
•  Heterogeneous groups!
•  Varying capabilities!
•  Budget limitations!
•  What is the right team?!



Madagascar!



Tactical Decision Making!
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Strategic Decision Making!
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Strategic Tactical

Search: Evaluate possible teams 
given a budget constraint!

Evaluate: How to maximize!
performance for a given team!

-  Tree Search!
-  Best-First Search!
-  Methods for Bounding!

-  Double Oracle Algorithm!
-  Heterogeneous Resources!
-  Models Teamwork!

Bi-Level Problem!



Problem Description!
Zero sum game played on a graph!
Attacker travels a path on the graph 
from source (village) nodes to target 
(forest nodes)!

Defender has multiple resources 
which can be placed on edges.!

Resources!
-  Cover a fixed number of edges!
-  Must form a subpath!
-  Have a fixed probability of catching an 

attacker on each edges!
-  Different resource types have different 

coverages!



Team Composition!

Variation in optimal team !
composition across games!



Madagascar Experiments!



Online Learning Methods for Border 
Patrol Resource Allocation!
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Border Patrol!
•  The United States Border Patrol is responsible for 

securing land/sea/air borders between official Points of 
Entry (POE) 

•  Detect and prevent illegal entry 
•  People, weapons, drugs, money… 
•  Sophisticated trans-national criminal organizations 

•  Border characteristics  
•  Thousands of miles of terrain 
•  Urban vs. remote areas 
•  Many independent sectors/stations with unique challenges 



Resource Allocation!
•  Annual budget: $13.5 Billion 
•  Agents: 45,000 
•  SUVs, ATVs, UAVs, snowmobiles, boats… 
•  Remote cameras, pressure sensors, etc.  
•  Checkpoints, K9 teams 



Exploration vs Exploitation!
•  Systematic coverage!
•  New data!
•  Change detection!

•  Wasted resources!

•  Optimized coverage!
•  Hot spot response!
!
•  Blind spots!
•  Displacement effects!



•  There are a finite number of (slot) machines each 
with a single arm to pull 
•  Each machine has an unknown expected payoff 

•  Problem: select the best arm to pull 
•  Balance exploring machines  

  to find good payoffs and  
   exploiting current knowledge 
 
If the attacker chooses zones  
with fixed probabilities, this  
maps easily to a MAB 
 
Adversarial bandits map to 
cases with strong opponents 

Multi-Armed Bandits!



Learning and Game Theory!
•  Hybrid learning/game theory models!

•  “Best of both worlds”!

•  Game theory!
•  Use expert analysis, intelligence!
•  Fast starts!

•  Learning !
•  Overcome inaccurate models!
•  Long-term guarantees!


